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September 24, 1980

Trojan Nuclear Plant
Docket 50-344
License NPF-1

Mr. R.11. Engelken, Director
!:uclear Regulatory Conmission
Region V
Suite 2C2, Calnut Creek Plaza
1990 ::. California Blvd.
k'alnut Creek, CA 94596

k te "r. Ingelken:

\ttached is FGL's response to IE Sulletin 80-15 concerning the patential
damaging of the centrifugal charging pumps under low charging flow crendi-assure that this problem

Our rcview has indicated that we cannottions. Trojan Nuclear Plant, and consequent action iswill not occur at tho the applicable recommended interim modification.implementbeing taken to are examining potential solutions in order to implementConcurrently, wu the earliest possible date.a percanent .odification at

Nave expended approximately 10 man-days reviewing and evalu-Thus far we to require a totalating the scope of the identified problem, and expect implementation,of approxicately 40 man-days to complete design review,
and testing.

If you have any questions, please contact me.
Sincerely,

p, |/ PW'

/

)

c: Mr. Lynn Frank, Director
State of Oregon

Departrent of Energy

Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Division of Reactor Operations
Inspection

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission .
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ATTACi! MENT 1

TROJAN 'U?Cl4/.R PLA*;T

R E S PN. L F.-.- ih hU' LT_I _.'. S C - 18--70
-

NRC Pequest 1

Perfort the calculattons outlirn d in the ormlosure for yo,sr plant.,

PCE Response

The calculations were performed using Trojan plant design data follow-
Ing the procedure outlined in the Bulletin. The result indicates that
the centrifugal charging pumps minimum cooling flow may not be assured
under the specified conditions.

SRC yrnest 2

If av tilability of minimum cooling flow for the CCPs is not assured for
all conditions by the calculations in 1:

'Mke modifications to equipment and/or procedures, such asa.

those suggested in the enclosure, to ensure availability of
adequate minimum flow under all ccnditions. If modifica-
tions are made as described in the attachment for Interim,

"odification II, verify that the Volute Control Tank relief
calve is operable anc will actuate at its design setpoint.

b. .instify that any manual actions necessary to assure ade-
cuate ninimum flow for any transient or accident requiring
SI can and will be accomplished in the time necessary.

c. Verify that any manipulations required (valve opening or
closinn, along with the instrumentation necessary to
indicate need for the action or accomplishment of the
action, etc.) can be accomplished without offsite power
available.

d. Justify that flow available from the CCPs with the modifi-
cations in place will be sufficient to justify continued
applicability of any safety related analyses which take
credit for flow from the CCPs (LOCA, EELB, etc.).

e. Justify that all Technical Specifications based on the
Item 2.d analyses remain valid.

PGE Response

a. The recorrended Interim !!oditication II described in
Attachment 1 of the Bulletin will be implemented. This
consists of:

1. Aligning the CCP miniflow line discharge to the
Voluse Control Tank and isolating the miniflow
direct return path to the CCP suction.
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2. Peroving the safety injection initiation autonatic
closure signal from the CCP miniflow isolation
alves.

3. Modifying the Plant Energency Operating Procedures
to instruct the operator to close the CCP miniflow
isolation valves when the RCS pressure drops below
1550 psig, the calculated pressure for manual reactor
coolant pump trip, and follow SI termination guide-
lines if RCS pressure subsequently rises to greater
than 2000 psig.

In addition, PGE will conduct the following tests to
verify applicability of this problem to Trojan and assure ,

operational requirements for implementing the interim
modifications:

1. Verify operating characteristics of the CCPe

2. it c:ars flow verification tests on the mini low
r cire lines to ensure that the design minit or
rate of 60 gpa is still met for each pump.

3. i'erform a pressure test on the Volume Control T'nk
relief valve to verify its setpoint and operabiltty.
The relief valve design flow capacity has been

,

veri fied to be considerably greater than the com- '

hination of CCP miniflow requirements and RCP seal
injection return flow.

Implenentation o! the interin modification will proceed,
with completion prior to January 1, 1981. However,
testing of the Volume Control Tank relief valve will

he defern d until the spring 1981 refueling outage.

Con t inumi operation in the interim before January 1,1981 is
justified by the low probability of pump damage during that
period and the acceptability of the consequences following
thase accidents where Westinghouse predicts pump damage can

rstinghouse's analysis methodology conservativelyoccur.

m unes unrst case conditions with pect to pump charac-.

| ter i iti: ;, equipment operability, instrument errer, relief
and naiety valve setpoints and system transient behavior.
PGE believes that the combined probabilities of a secondary'

line break and concurrent worst case conditions is acceptably
low. Trojan's pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves are
operable and powered f rom safeguard busses and would be
expected to maintain RCS pressure below the safety valve
netpoint during a secondary line break. In the unlikely
event that both CCPs are damaged following a secondary line
break, Plant shutdown and cooldown can be accomplished using
the normal charging pump, and if necessary, safety injection
pumps.

-2-
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la .:ddi t i ;z to implementation of the interim modification,

ISE is eu tining potei.tfal permanent modifications to
eliminate the need for operator action to icolate or
re s t ore C'.? recirculation flow.

b. Devicions vill h< rade to Proceduren !:-0 (Immediate
-tfons a- D f anno <.t i e n ), E-! (l.onn ni-Coolant Accident),

E (!.osi sf Secomia ry r olant ), and E-3 (Steam Genera-
tsr Tube :pture) to no into elfect concurrent with
the np'e entation of the interim nodification.

rolloeing implementation of the interim modification, the
cost lini:ing conditions requiring operator action occur
during sma ll-break Loss of-Coolant Accidents (LOCAs) in
the 2-in. to 6-in.-diameter break size range (see Attach-
ant 2, Review of Accident Analyses), and require operator

tc isolate miniflow prior to core uncovery. This-"

- wrroximately 10 min. into the transient, giving
:.c adequate time to isolate the miniflow lines,<

c. ' _ niflow isolation valves at Trojan are powered--

t he .16-kV emergency power supply and can be operated
a of f site power unavailable. Required instrumentation

;or onitc ring necessary parameters are powered by the
pre: erred instrucent 120-V a c system, a Class iE system.

d. At tacbmen; 2 is a Westinghouse supplied generic evaluation
. rhe impact the interim modification has on the safety

wes. If CCP recirculation flow is verified to be.i

-c! . ten: with the Westinghouse input assumptions, the
:estinghouse evaluation is applicable to Trojan. The
conclusion is that the most limiting case, the worst size
rail 'rreak LOCA, will result in less than a 10 F peak clad
'c:erature penalty if the operator isolates the miniflow
ecirc lines just prior to core uncovery (approximately ,

13 -in. into the transient). This will not cause the
small-break analysi s to become more limiting than the
large-break LOCA FSAR analysis. The large-break LOCA
is nut sensitive to the reduction in CCP flow that results
frcr the nodifications, and consequently the acceptance

.*eria presented in 10 CFR 50.46 are still met.

e. . nas examined the impact of the interim modifications on
:he Trojan Technical Specifications and concludes that,
hased en the safety analj:,es sensitivity studies conducted,
t he Tet Enical Specifications remain valid.

SRC Rm uest 3

trovide the scruits of calculations performed under Item 1 and describe

any modifications made as a result of Item 2 (include the justifications
requested).

-3-
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Attac1 ment 3 1::. a sur.cary of our results of the calculations perforced
under Iten 1. Descriptions of the modifications and justifications are
included in PCE responses to ':HC requests 1 and 2.
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Attichment 2-

.

CEN R'?U'i!.L CH MS'33 OUMP OPERATICN
,

pCLLCWING SECONDARY SIDE HIGH ENERGY LINE RUPTURE
,

Reference 1: NS-TMA-2245, 5/8/20

Reference 1 nciified the NRC of a concern for consecuential damage of
,

cne or =cre centrifugal charging pumps (CCP) follcwing a secondary system
high energy line rupture. Reference 1 included a calculational method
and sample calculation to permit evaluation of this concern on a plant
specific basis. Should a plant scecific problem be identified, Westinghouse
provided several rec:mmendations for the interim until necessary design
modifications can be implemented to resolve the problem. These recommenda-
tiens include: two proposed interim modifications which included:

1. Rem:ve the safety injection initiation automatic closure signal frcm
the CCP minificw isolation valves.

2. Mcdify plant emergency operating procedures to instruct the operator to:

a. Cl se the CCP minificw isolaticn valves when the actual RCS
pressure drcps to the calculated pressure for manual reactor
c:clant pump trip.

b. Re pen the CCP minificw isolation valves should the wide range
RCS pressure subsequently rise to greater than 2000 psig.

,

-

Prior to making this reccmmendation, Westinghouse evaluated the impact of
the recommended cperating procedure modifications on the results of the
various accidents which initiate safety injection and are sensitive to CCP

' ficw delivery. The accidents evaluated in detail include secondary system -
ruptures and the spectrum of small loss of coolant accidents. The analytical
results for steam generator tube rupture and large loss of coolant accident
are not sensitive to a reducticn in CCP ficw of the magnitude that results
frcm the rec mmended modifications. This letter functicns to supplement
Reference 1 and identify the sensitivity of the accident analyses to
the rec:mmended modifications. This evaluation is generic in nature.
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Secondary System Ruo _ e

Sensitivity analyses rave been perf:rred for seccndary high energy line
ruptur:s to evaluate L e imoact of reduced safety infection ficw due to;

ncrr. ally open minifl: isolaticn valves. These analyses indicate an
insignificant effect en the plant transient response.

A. Feedline Rupture ,

.

Follcwing a feedline ructure, the reactor ccolant pressure will reach
'

the pressurizer safety valve se coint within approximately 100 seconds
assuming maximum safeguards with the pcwer-operated relief valves
incperable. With minimum safeguarcs, tne reactor coolant pressure will
not reacn the pressurizer safety valve setpoint until approximately
300 secencs. The time that the reactor coolant system pressure remains'

at the pressurizer safety valve set;cint is a function.of the auxiliary
feedwater ficw injected into the ncn-faulted steam generators and the

,

time at wnicn the operator is assumed to take action. With the m'ini-
,

.

ficw isciatica valves open, the peak reactor coolant system pressure
and the wa:er discharged via the pressurizer safety valves are insignifi-
c.n:1y changed frca the FSAR results.

.

B. Steamline Rupture

The effecte cf maintaining the minificw isolation valves in a normally
cpen positicn was also investigated folicwino a main steamline rupture.
For the ccnditicn II " credible" steamline rupture, the results of the
transien: with the minificw valves cpen showed that the licensing
criterien (no re: urn to criticality after reactor trip) continues to

.

Se met. The ccndition III and IV main steamline ruptures were also

reanalyzed assuming the minificw valves were open. The results of>

the analysis shewed that, even with reduced safety injection ficw
into the ccre, nc DNS cccurred for any rupture.

,

I
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most plants as determined utilizing the currently approved October 1973 :|
,

Evaluation Model version, as shown in WCAP-2970-P-A. If miniflow is i

isolated at the RCP trip set:cint rather than the "S" signal, a reduc-
tion in safety injecticn ficw of less than 45 gpa results, averaged '

for the approximately 50 second period of time separating the two events. I

This reduction in RCS licuid inventory results in core uncovery less
w.n one second earlier, and has a negligible impact on PCT. If nini-

ficw is isolated at the time of core uncovery, or approximately 10
minutes for break sizes in this range, a greater reduction in RCS licuid
inventary resuits in a core uncovery 10 seconds earlier in the transients

; resulting in less than a 10 F PCT penalty for the worst size small break.
This would not result in any present FSAR small break analysis becoming

' ,

re limiting than the corresponding large break LOCA FSAR analysis.

If minificw isciation does not cccur at any time into the transient for

this ca:egory of small LOCA, a PCT penalty of 200 F or more could occur.
.

C. Small break sizes larger than the worst break through the intermediate :

break sizes (> 5" diameter)., ,

1

Ereak si:es in this range have been determined to be non-limiting for
; small break utilizing the currently approved October 1975 Evaluation ;

Model, WCAP-3;70-P-A. If minificw isolation o'ccurs at the RCP trip'

! time for these breek si:es, the negligible effect on PCT presented
abcve also applies. Similarly, if isolation occurs prior to core
uncovery,' the small (< 10*F) PCT penalty will result as well. However,

,

for these larger break sizes, the time of first core uncovery occurs
prior to 10 minutes. If minificw isolaticn is not performed until

'

10 minut2s, reduced SI will be delivered during the core uncovery time,
which can have a greater impact en PCT. Studies indicate a potential
PCT penalty of 40 F resulting for these ncn-limiting break sizes if

! miniflew is not isolated until 10 minutes. This is not expected to !

shift the worst break si:e to larger breaks, since these breaks are

|' typically hundreds of degrees less than smaller limiting small breaks
analyzed with the currently approved Evaluation Model.

.
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-3- Attachment 2

Small less of Ccolant Accidents

Sensitivity analyses have been performed to evaluate the impact of reduced
safety injection ficw on small break less of coolant accidents (LOCAs).
These analyses indicated that miniflow isolaticn can be delayed, but it
must occur at scme time into the small break LOCA transient in order to
limit the peak clad temperature (PCT) penalty.

The preposed modification delays minificw isolation and reduces SI flow.
:lli,ered by apareximately 45 gpm at 1250 psia during the delay time period..

The incact of this modificacion was evaluated based on two isolation times:
1) The time ecuivalent to the RCP trip time, and 2) approximately 10 minutes
in the transient, or just prior to system drain to the break for the worst
small break si:es. The se:cnd time was evaluated to determine the impact
if the cperater dces not isolate cinificw within the proposed prescribed
time. The spectrum of small break si:es are considered to enccmpass all
passible small break scenarios. Only cold leg break locations are considered
since they will centinue to be limiting in terms of PCT.

A. Very small breaks that do not drain the RCS or uncever the core, and
maintain RCS pressure above secondary pressure (< s2" diameter).

For these break si:es, it is quite possible that the operator may *

never isolate the minificw line, since the pressure setpoint will .

not be reached, and centinued pumped SI degradation will persist.
Mcwever, this will have no adverse consequences in terms of core
uncevery and FCT. No ccre uncovery will be expected for the degraded
SI case, similarly to the base comparisen case with full SI. The

cnly effect would be a slightly 1cwer equilibration pressure for a
,

give'n break size.

.

B. Small breaks that drain the RCS and result in the maximum cladding |

|

tamperatures (2" < di,ameter < 6"). 1

|

|

This range of break sires represents the worst small break si:e for
.

J
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ATTAC!! :E!;T 3

TROJ/J; !!UCLEAR PLA.';T

iE:iPO!;SE TO IE LULLETI:: P,0-18

Sunmary of Results f ron Calculations Performed
Fo l l o.:i ng the Westin; house Procedures

Pump P205A 1.h 9 60 gpm 5924 ft.

Punn P205A t.h if 60 spa 5948 ft.
,

Total Testing Error 56.0 psi

Total head los's aue to injection 140.3 psi
; ipine resistance

lead loss through the RCS 50.0 psi

E:levation head to be overcome 8.4 psi

?!ax RCS pressure while maintaining 60 gpa 2308.1 psig
miniflow through weak pump

,

| Pressurizer safety valve setpoint plus 2534.7 psig
tolerance and accumulations

i

!
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